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The newest additions to the series use unique narratives and stunning illustrations to promote originality and 
imaginative thinking. Dust Jacket, 32 Pages, 8.75” x 11.25”, SRP: $16.99
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“I loved the concept of creatively combining and expanding 
vocabulary for children to formulate new words to express 
peace, love, encouragement and compassion. By focusing 

on positive vocabulary words, and further jumping off 
in limitless ways to combine them, it allows children to 
practice, form and verbalize these words to encourage 

other students. It’s a creative book to start the process and 
spread the positive rewards of empowering language.”

—Youth Services Book Review

“Ragsdale presents an alphabetical array of invented 
portmanteau words...Hogan amplifies the resolutely 
upbeat mood with a patchwork of digitally rendered 

animals and flowers.”
—Publishers Weekly

“With a range of characters, amusing wordplay, and a 
positive message, this title makes an engaging classroom 
read-aloud in a kindergarten or early elementary setting, 
while older readers would also enjoy exploring the text 

and illustrations independently.”
—School Library Journal

I thought staying in the lines just isn’t what I was 
meant to do, so I broke free! The other letters of the 
alphabet couldn’t believe what they were seeing, 
but I didn’t stop because I knew I could be anything 
I could imagine! This encouraging tale about one 
daring letter who wants to stand out uses a clever 
play on words to deliver a message about creativity, 
individuality, and following your dreams and can be 
read in both first and third person.

This reimagined alphabet is the perfect combination 
of entertaining and enlightening! With hilarious 
mashed-up words, such as beyazing (beyond + 
amazing), representing each letter A through Z, this 
alphabet has a message with a bit of whimsical flair.  
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